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But realism has its downside. Thus, the American ground-combat branch invents fictional countries as
stand-ins for very real potential enemies. As of April , the Army had constructed five different made-up states
â€” complete with elaborate back-stories â€” for its soldiers to defend, invade, occupy and rebuild during
high-intensity war games at U. The fictional countries of Ariana, Atropia, Donovia, Gorgas and Limaria are
clustered in a fictional Caucasian landscape that stretches between the real-world borders of Russia and Iran.
Reading in many instances like the rule book for a tabletop war game that you might play at home, the manual
gives Army officials the tools to build almost any imaginable kind of pretend conflict. Each country has
detailed political structures, economic considerations, troop types, military equipment and other features that
would impact how American soldiers might operate in it during a shooting war. A central story-line links their
narratives together in a common, imaginary world. The fictional DATE region. However, with the fall of the
Soviet Union in , monolithic communism no longer reflected threats that the Army believed it was likely to
face. Peacekeeping missions in places such as Somalia, Bosnia and Kosovo underscored that change. At top
and above â€” U. Ariana â€” clearly filling in for Iran â€” is a theocracy ruled by a clerical caste. Much to the
dismay of Turkish authorities, Armenians understandably and regularly petition foreign governments and
organizations to recognize the genocide that occurred between and , when suspicious Turkish authorities
orchestrated the deaths of up to two million Armenians. To this day, Ankara disputes this number and refuses
to describe the events as systematic genocide. Back in the real world, since the Armenians and Azeris have
fought a prolonged but sporadic skirmish over the disputed region of Nagorno-Karabakh. Army Strykers take
up positions in Atropia in Most notably, in popular protests forced out Pres. After agreeing to step down and
call snap elections, Georgians elected Saakashvili again in Current president Giorgi Margvelashvili, a
politician not affiliated with any particular party, won the election four years later, riding a wave of popular
discontent with the allegedly corrupt Saakashvili. In the real world, local and international media and
humanitarian groups regularly describe Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov as a gangster. Often photographed
with pet tigers and other excesses, Kadyrov lives a lavish lifestyle in an otherwise impoverished region. Under
the cover of fighting Islamist terrorists, he reportedly suppresses dissent and commits human-rights abuses.
After the shooting stopped, Moscow recognized both zones as independent nations. Still, by and large the
information in the DATE outlines a very real set of potential hotspots. These range from humanitarian
disasters and outbreaks of disease to terrorism and other internal crises and even all-out war. The Army even
included instances where American forces in the region might themselves spark an international incident. In ,
Afghan protesters demonstrated outside Bagram Air Base after reports that American troops had burned
copies of the Islamic holy book. The nonprofit Website Public Intelligence published a copy of this particular
booklet.
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The purpose of this Decisive Action Training Environment (DATE) document, version , is to provide the US Army training
community with a detailed description of the conditions of five operational environments (OEs) in the Caucasus region;
specifically the countries of Ariana.
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The purpose of this Decisive Action Training Environment (DATE) document, version , is to provide the US Army training
community with a detailed description of the conditions of five operational environments (OEs) in the Caucasus region;
specifically the countries of Ariana, Atropia, Donovia, Gorgas, and Limaria.
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